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Abstract: Order picking is the most labor-intensive and costly activities in many ware-
houses by consuming ca. 55 % of the total operating expenses. Order picking
development strategies mostly concentrate on warehouse layout, storage
assignment policy, routing, zoning and on batching methods. The main chal-
lenges of order picking process improvements are the synchronization of
these fields and fit the system with the further influencing factors, like unique
demands and product parameters. Researchers of the pallet-loading problem
could provide a wider horizon on considerable parameters, but their results
are rarely implemented into order picking processes. The physical parameters
of the products also have a significant impact on the processes which could
strongly influence the picking sequence.
The aim of this paper is to describe our own developed methodology for
modeling the pallet setup rules. We introduce our product classifying and
PSF based decision matrix modeling solutions. These will be the basis of our
further research on PSF based harmonized routing and SLA optimization. We
examine the complexity of a simple pallet setup features based order picking
routing case, where the products of the defined pallet setup classes are stored
in separated zones.
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1. Introduction

Warehouses have many functions, like receiving, storing in and out, order picking, value
added services, final control and forwarding. Order picking has long been identified
that, this is the most labor and capital intensive operation. For a typical warehouse, the
cost of order picking means 55% of the total warehouse operating expense. For these
reasons order-picking design and management become more important and complex both
in manufacturing and distribution [1]. In manufacturing, there is a move to smaller lot
sizes, point-of-use delivery, order and product customization, and cycle time reductions.
In distribution logistics, in order to serve customers, companies tend to accept late orders
while providing rapid and timely delivery within tight time windows. [2]

Designing the order picking system (OPS) is a very complex task which depends on
several elements: products, customer orders, different types of functional areas, different
combination of equipment types and operating policies for each functional area. [2] [3]

The typical decision problems in design and control of order picking processes (OPP) are
the layout design, storage location assignment methods, routing methods, order batching,
and zoning [2]. The main influencing factors of order picking time are moving, searching,
picking and product stacking time. The primary goal of the OPP development is the routing
optimization. According to the scientific literature, traveling time gives the 50% of the
whole picking time. This field is responsible to sequence the items on the order pick list in
order to get the shortest route length through the warehouse. The layout optimization takes
into account the determination of the number of blocks and the number, length, and width
of aisles in the whole storage and picking area [2].

The storage location assignment (SLA) optimization is responsible to allocate products
to storage locations for the purpose of lowering routing distance, traveling time, material
handling cost and improving space utilization [4]. It let us be able to take into consideration
the ordering frequency of items and product parameters, like stacking property. Storage
and picking areas can be divided into zones, when the routing optimization has special
trade-offs, like progressive and parallel picking which open the question of unit load (UL)
consolidating [2]. The Pallet Loading Problem (PLP) requires that the maximum numbers
of identical rectangular boxes have to be packed onto a rectangular pallet [5]. However,
there are different sizes which have to be packed together. Not to mention, that stock
keeping units (SKU) are not only boxes but bags, cans or any amorphous units. Each
product has couple of parameters which define their physical stacking property and the
required picking sequence (e.g. weight, shape). The mixed SKU property and the specified
pallet loading requirements of different partners make the Pallet Loading Problem more
complex.

Each influencing parameter of the order picking has impact on the others with different
importance which results the complexity of warehousing processes. Many researchers
work on the different segments of the OPP development and on the Pallet Loading Problem.
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High number of solutions are defined for harmonizing SLA and routing. For example
[6] and [7] optimized the SLA to decrease the routing distances and times. However
the researchers usually do not take into account the physical parameters of the products
during SLA and routing optimization. Many researchers work on Pallet Loading and Bin
Packing Problem, but the solutions are rarely harmonized with SLA and routing algorithms.
[8] solved multi-container loading problem and defined order picking sequence, but they
did not consider the SLA at the examined warehouse. As we can read it in the study of
Bartók and Imreh, there is no algorithm presented for pickup and delivery problem with
3-dimensional loading constraints and with weight limit on the vehicles [9]. Nevertheless,
even if new problems will be studied and new models will be developed, still there will
exist a gap between practice and academic research [2].

Our research goal is to examine the importance of the Pallet Setup Features (PSF) during
warehousing and forwarding processes at different type of warehouses. If the products are
sensitive for stacking features, avoiding product damages will have high importance during
the picking sequence. Let us introduce it via a simple everyday example. We are going to
a supermarket with our shopping list which contains the following items: 2 kg of potato, 2
dozen of eggs, 2 bottle of soft drink, 2 pack of chips, and 2 box of marzipan figure. We
pick all items into our shopping basket. Our goal is to pick items with the shortest lead
time, shortest distance, and without product damages. If we pick marzipan figures, chips,
and eggs first and put potatoes and soft drinks on the bottom of shopping basket, most
of the products will be damaged before paying. So usually we pick the heavy and less
sensitive items first (soft drinks, potato) or reconstruct the item sequence in the shopping
basket. If the product location assignment supports the right picking sequence we will
pick our demands on the shortest way. Otherwise we have to decide, collect items on the
right sequence and walk more or pick with shortest routing and redesign the contents of
the basket at every item. Both solutions take more time, the best choice depends on the
length and content of our list and the product allocation in the supermarket. The mentioned
problem is simple, but it well introduces the connections of storage location assignment
(SLA), routing, order picking, and pallet setup features in a warehouse [10].

These aspects are not relevant with the same impact at every warehouse which fact opens
some questions. Are the physical product parameters relevant at the given warehouse? If
those are relevant, what is the rate of importance at a given product group? (i.e. vegetable:
high importance, soft drinks: low importance) How can we optimize the order picking
with taking into account the pallet setup features? We need to examine the product line,
the order characteristics and the warehousing processes to realize the relevance of PSFs
at the given warehouses. Usually the companies do not have appropriate data about
geometric, weight and stacking parameters of each product and those Stock Keeping Units
(SKU). Classifying items based on stacking experiences and defining possible picking
sequence could be reliable solution at every warehouse. Modeling and evaluation of the
stacking possibilities can identify the importance of stacking aspects. Examination of
orders and measuring of warehousing processes are essential, it could highlight many
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movements which make the PSF based OPP development relevant. For example unit load
reconstruction time, when the picker has to rebuild the picked unit load to make stable
stack. The low traveling speed is also a measurable element, which can be caused by
fearing from product damages [11].

The aim of this paper is to describe our own developed methodology for modeling
the pallet setup rules and introduce our product classifying and PSF based decision
matrix modeling solutions. These will be the basis of our further research on PSF based
harmonized routing and SLA optimization. This paper examine the complexity of a simple
pallet setup features based order picking routing case, when the products of the defined
pallet setup classes are stored in separated zones.

2. Modeling the pallet setup possibilities

Pallet Setup Features are unique characteristics of each warehouse. It is important factor
mainly at distribution warehouses where order picking has high importance, and the
handled products has huge number of variant. The PSF depends on product properties,
order parameters and order picking systems.

The possible PSF factors’ combination and importance are different warehouse by
warehouse which makes the PSF examination and implementation into the order picking
algorithms complex. We defined a methodology to model the possible sequencing rules.
The resulted PSF based Decision Matrix (PSFDM) let us be able to determine the nature and
the complexity of our problem. It defines the pallet setup possibilities and the order picking
sequencing rules. It will be the basis of PSF based order picking routing optimization.

The warehouses usually do not have enough and appropriate data about the handled
items (i.e. dimensions, shape, weight) or those are changing too often to support a complex
PLP or Bin Packing algorithm. However based on known, easily measurable and rarely
changing information it is possible to classify the items and every order line. Furthermore
the warehouse operator’s best practices and experiences are essential and valuable inputs
to the classification. The defined Pallet Setup Classes (PSC) have PSF based logical
connections (i.e. we should not pick heavy goods up to fragile products) which will be
the basis of our PSF based OPP algorithms. Our classification process is described in the
following subsections step by step [11].

2.1. Classification of the product parameter based classes

We are grouping products based on physical product parameters which has different
stacking properties (Eq. (1)). The usually considered factors of Product Classes (PC) are
the SKUs, the packaging solution and the item property. Equation (2) shows a possible
industrial example [11].

PC = {A,B,C,D} (1)
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PC = {PlasticBin,CartonBox,SmallBox,Fragile} (2)

2.2. Classification of the product and order parameter based classes

We are specifying the defined PCs based on order parameters to define the Product and
Order Parameter based Classes (POPC). If it is necessary, we separate PCs into further
classes. High quantity of the same item usually has different stacking parameter. For
example the element B (CartonBox) of PC set is separated into LowQuantity (LQ) and
HighQuantity (HQ) elements (Eq. (3)), (Eq. (4)). In this case if the ordered Quantity
(Q) is equal or higher than 4, then the order line is classified as BHQ. Four carton boxes –
which are stored in a full layer on the pallet – can be more stable on a UL than just 1 carton
box. If the ordered Quantity (Q) is smaller than 4, then the order line (r) is classified as
BLQ. Equations (5) and (6) show the example with the CartonBox class [11].

BLQ ∈ POPC | (rPC = B) ∧ (Q < 4) (3)

BHQ ∈ POPC | (rPC = B) ∧ (Q > 4) (4)

CartonBoxLQ ∈ POPC | (rPC = CartonBox) ∧ (Q < 4) (5)

CartonBoxHQ ∈ POPC | (rPC = CartonBox) ∧ (Q > 4) (6)

2.3. Classification of the special product and order parameter based classes

We are defining Special POPCs (SPOPC) with considering previously picked units and
their sequence (Eq. (7)). The picked items on the pallet form a physical structure which
influence the choosing of the following items. For example: It is possible to pick 1 layer
of small box, after 1 layer of small box, but the third layer small box would destabilize the
unit load. So in this case it is forbidden to pick 1 layer small box after 2 layers small box
(Eq. (8)) [11].

S ∈ SPOPC | (POPCt−1 = Y ) ∧ (POPCt−2 = Y ) (7)

SmallBoxSmallBox ∈ SPOPC | (POPCt−1 = SmallBox)∧(POPCt−2 = SmallBox)
(8)

t is the actual picking step, t− 1 means the previously picked POPC, and t− 2 is the
last but one picked POPC.
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2.4. Defining the PSFDM

We are modeling the PSF based sequencing logic in a PSF based Decision Matrix (PSFDM).
The predecessors (rows) are the elements of the Pallet Setup Class (PSC) set which is the
union of POPC and SPOPC sets. The successors (columns) are the elements of the POPC
set (Eqs. (9), (10)) [11].

PSC = POPC ∪ SPOPC (9)

PSFDM : PSC × POPC 7→ {0,1} (10)

PSFDM (PSCi,POPCj) =

{
1 ,ifPOPCj is able to be picked after PSCi

0 ,ifPOPCj is not able to be picked after PSCi

(11)

The PSFDM values are 0 or 1, depending on pallet setup possibilities. If it is possible
to pick the examined item (one element of POPC) after the already picked units (PSC
element), then the PSFDM value is 1 (true). Otherwise the picking is forbidden, so the
PSFDM value is 0 (false) (Eq. (11)). Tables (1) and (2) illustrate an example PSFDM [11].

Table 1. Pallet Setup Feature based Decision Matrix (PSFDM).

POPC1 POPC2 POPC3 POPC4 POPC5

PSC1 1 1 1 1 1
PSC2 0 1 1 1 1
PSC3 0 0 1 1 1
PSC4 0 0 0 1 1
PSC5 0 0 0 0 1

Table 2. Pallet Setup Feature based Decision Matrix (PSFDM).

PlasticBin CartonBoxHQ CartonBoxLQ SmallBox Fragile

PlasticBin 1 1 1 1 1
CartonBoxHQ 0 1 1 1 1
CartonBoxLQ 0 0 1 1 1

SmallBox 0 0 0 1 1
Fragile 0 0 0 0 1
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3. Complexity of PSF based routing optimization

We examined our problem to define the complexity of PSF based order picking routing
optimization. In our case the examined warehouse can store its products in separated zones.
It is a simple case where the warehouse has pallet setup based zones and the products
behave on the same way within the zone. The order picking operator should visit the order
picking zones in the right sequence, based on the PSFDM. Within the zone the picking
sequence can be simple, based on any general heuristics as presented in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Routing algorithms [2]

We determined a formula for calculating the possible number of zone sequencing
combinations and examined its behavior when the length of order picking lists goes to
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infinity.

3.1. Defining the number of combinations

Each order picking list can contain every PSC any time and theoretically the sequence of
the PSCs within the list is not important, while the rules of PSFDM are true. Therefore the
possible cases of our problem is definable with the combination with repetition formula.
Equation (12) shows the general formula of the combination with repetition, which results
in the number of possible combinations [12].

Cn
k =

(
n+ k − 1

k

)
(12)

In our case n means the number of Pallet Setup Classes and k means the length of the
order picking list. While the warehouses handle from 1 (i = 1) to k (i = k) record long
order picking lists, we have to summarize the possible combinations from 1 to k (Eq. (13).

k∑
i=1

(
n+ i− 1

i

)
(13)

For example the order picking lists contain maximum 4 records (k = 4) and the number
of defined PSCs are 4 (n = 4). When the length of order picking list equals 1 (i = 1),
then the number of possible combinations equals n (in our example it equals 4). When
the order picking list is 2 records long (i = 2), then the number of possible combinations
are
(
n+1
2

)
. We continue this sequence until i = k and summarize the number of possible

combinations to get the dimensions of the optimization.

Equation (13) is irreducible with the telescopic sum terms as shown in Eq. (14).

k∑
i=1

(
n+ i− 1

i

)
=

k∑
i=1

((
n+ i

i

)
−
(
n+ i− 1

i− 1

))
=

((
n+ 1

1

)
−
(
n+ 1− 1

1− 1

))
+

((
n+ 2

2

)
−
(
n+ 2− 1

2− 1

))
+

((
n+ 3

3

)
−
(
n+ 3− 1

3− 1

))
+ ...+
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((
n+ k − 1

k − 1

)
−
(
n+ k − 1− 1

k − 1− 1

))
+
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n+ k

k
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−
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k − 1
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1
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−
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+
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+
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−
(
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((
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)
−
(
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))
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((
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−
(
n+ k − 1

k − 1
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=

((
n+ k
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−
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0
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=

(
n+ k
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)
− 1 (14)

The
(
n+k
k

)
− 1 formula takes into consideration the PSF rules and defines the possible

number of order picking zone sequencing combinations for order picking lists in case of
standard triangle and symmetrical PSFDM. Our formula has some important facts:

• Many industrial cases are reducible to standard triangle and symmetrical PSFDM.
However some special industrial cases can result in non-symmetrical non-standard
triangle PSFDM, which might modify the real number of combinations.

• If we examine the inverse PSFDM, the number of possible combinations will be
the same. It highlights, that our formula is not applicable into PSF based routing
optimization without the PSFDM.

•
(
n+k
k

)
− 1 =

(
n+k
n

)
− 1, because

(n+ k)!

n! · k!
− 1 =

(n+ k)!

k! · n!
− 1

The goal of our formula is to highlight the complexity of our problem, in this case
the specific cases and the inverse solutions are negligible. We can conclude, when we
implement the PSFs into the order picking routing optimization, our algorithm should be
able to handle unique (non-symmetrical and non-standard triangle) PSFDM with the exact
picking rules.

3.2. Proof of complexity

When we implement a PSF based routing algorithm, the number of PSC-es (n) will be
parameter as an output of preceding system monitoring. Our algorithm will optimize the
route of several order picking lists, whose length (k) will be changing, depending on the
customer orders. We examine the exponential growth of combinations with the following
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limits, where n is an optional high integer number and k goes to infinity. We examine
our formula

(
n+k
k

)
(where the −1 is a negligible term in case of limit value calculation)

compared to the ek formula. Equations (15) and (16) highlight our hypothesis:

• If the defined limit goes to 0 then our formula’s growing is faster than ek (Eq. (15)).

• If the defined limit goes to 1, then our formula’s growing is the same as ek (Eq. (16)).

• If the defined limit goes to ∞, our formula’s growing is slower than ek. In this
case, the described specific problem might not require any evolutionary optimization
method (Eq. (17)).

lim
n→N
k→∞

ek(
n+k
n

) ?
= 0 (15)

lim
n→N
k→∞

ek(
n+k
n

) ?
= 1 (16)

lim
n→N
k→∞

ek(
n+k
n

) ?
=∞ (17)

lim
n→N
k→∞

ek(
N+k
N

) = lim
n→N
k→∞

ek

(N + k)!

N ! · k!

= lim
n→N
k→∞

ek ·N ! · k!
(N +K)!

=

lim
n→N
k→∞

ek · N! · k!
(N + k) · (N + k − 1) · (N + k − 2) · . . . · (N + 1) · N · . . . · 3 · 2 · 1

=

lim
n→N
k→∞

ke · ((k − 1) · e) · ((k − 2) · e) · ... · 3e · 2e · 1e
(N + k) · (N + k − 1) · (N + k − 2) · ... · (N + 3) · (N + 2) · (N + 1)

=∞

(18)

Equation (18) proves, that our formula goes to∞, because each
ke

(N + k)
,

((k − 1) · e)
(N + (k − 1))

,

((k − 2) · e)
(N + (k − 2))

, ... quotient goes to e and there are k quotients, so the result is∞.
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Since
(
n+k
k

)
− 1 =

(
n+k
n

)
− 1, we will get the same result if n goes to infinity and k is

an optional high integer number.

The result means, that
(
n+k
k

)
− 1 has less than exponential growth. Thus, evolutionary

optimization method is not necessary for the described simple cases.

4. Conclusion

Pallet Setup Feature is one of the features that can be important for a warehouse. It depends
on various item properties, order parameters, and order picking systems, but not relevant at
every warehouse. If it is, its examination is essential during an OPP development. In the
paper we described our methodology for modeling pallet setup rules. By classifying the
products based on product and order parameters we can define a Pallet Setup Feature based
Decision Matrix (PSFDM), which will be the basis of PSF based routing algorithms. These
algorithms define a possible picking sequence to avoid the product damages and increase
the OPP effectiveness. Routing optimization is essential at every warehouse, because it is
the most time consuming movement of the order picking but its required complexity could
be different warehouse by warehouse [2]. To find out how complex optimization do we
need, we have to examine the complexity of the given case.

Through a simple case when the products of the defined pallet setup classes are stored in
separated zones, we examined the complexity of the pallet setup features based routing. We
determined a formula for calculating the possible number of zone sequencing combinations
and examined its behavior when the length of order picking lists goes to infinity. We can
conclude, when the products are stored in separated PSC zones, the order picking operators
visit the zones in PSFDM based sequence and collect the items with general routing
algorithms (Fig. (1)) within the zone, then non-evolutionary algorithms can handle the
problem and support the operator with right picking sequence.
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